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Jon has partnered with numerous athletic programs, as well as business teams as a
keynote speaker, through a workshop or as a consultant. He teaches proven
strategies to live and lead with intention, achieve peak performance as a business
leader, athlete or coach, and is a passionate advocate for mental health, providing
hope and freedom to those suffering in silence. 

Jon’s authenticity is both refreshing and needed in today’s world. When Jon speaks
to your audience or team, he provides a practical and executable framework to
lead your life with greater intention and ownership.

His 2022 book release, With Intention - A Proven Path to Uncommon Results,
Unleashed Influence and Ultimate Fulfillment, was a USA Today best-seller. With
Intention is full of dynamic and engaging content, intended for high performers to
discover the path to joy, fulfillment & purpose we are all searching for. Jon shares
practical strategies to dig in deeper, be more intentional and transform the way
you work and live.
 

MEET JON 
MEET JON

Jon Giganti is a student first and loves to 
coach and teach. A best-selling author, keynote 
speaker, former Division One collegiate athlete and 
twenty-three year tech sales leader, Jon is a catalyst 
who helps individuals, teams and organizations score 
sustainable wins. Jon brings his lessons learned along his 
own personal journey to inspire thousands of leaders and athletes each year in 
business and sports.



With Intention

In 2013 author Jon Giganti nearly became another statistic. His job hung in the
balance, and the condition of his marriage was even worse. When he looked in the
mirror, he didn't like the person looking back at him. As a father of two, he knew
something needed to change.

Thankfully, he received a second chance.

Working harder wasn't the answer. Focusing more wasn't going to fix it this time.
Jon needed something drastic. He started paying intention, and when he did, the
solution emerged slowly but steadily.

Jon discovered a process that changed everything-but firstly him. This is where true
transformation always begins, with ourselves.

In his book, With Intention, you'll see how wrapping purpose around life is not only
possible it's essential to living a masterpiece. In this breakthrough book, you'll learn
and leverage the five components of the With Intention Wheel(c):

 Awareness: Identify your personal blindspots and professional gaps so you can
step into your genius and make your time count.

 Agency: Take complete ownership of your past and present so your focus stops
getting "hacked."

 Ambition: Create a new future that reflects your ideal legacy.

 Action: Leverage the right mindset so you can win more days and achieve your
vision.

 Adjustment: Forever evolve so you contribute to your world in a meaningful way.

Attention requires a focused mind. Intention requires a focused heart.



“Jon spoke to my team a few years ago sharing 
the principles of living with intention. We were 
blown away by his passion and ability to help us 
identify and take action to change our professional 
and personal lives for the better. I'm still using several 
of the ideas today and seeing real results. Now a few years later, Jon has continued
to grow and is sharing even more of his learnings. If you're looking for a real world
guide with easy application to take ownership and create a new future, this is the
speech for you.”
– JOSH THOMPSON, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, GM ONSTAR INSURANCE

“Jon’s storytelling reels me in. I’m there with him, see myself in him. I see and feel
seen. The wisdom he gathered and wrapped into a simple, but not simplistic,
framework is inspiring, actionable, and must-have knowledge for aspiring leaders in
business and life.”
– MIKE WILLIAMS, CO-CEO DOING TO DONE, AUTHOR OF DOING TO DONE, CO-
AUTHOR OF GETTING THINGS DONE FOR TEENS

"Jon’s vulnerability is both refreshing and needed in today’s world. He provides a
practical and executable framework to lead your life with greater intention and
ownership. This speech will help you become the person you were called to be and
empower you to realize that past failures don’t define you. The principles Jon shares
will enable you to evolve, serve others, and work toward your full potential.”
– ALAN STEIN, JR., KEYNOTE SPEAKER, CORPORATE PERFORMANCE COACH, &
AUTHOR OF RAISE YOUR GAME 

TESTIMONIALS



"Jon has spent years learning, studying & applying 
what the best of the best do. Elite performers and 
leaders have a growth mentality and always focus 
on serving others. When you combine the two, great 
things can happen. This will get you closer to your
potential as a performer and a leader." 
 – CALEB PORTER, TWO-TIME MAJOR LEAGUE SOCCER CHAMPIONSHIP HEAD
COACH - PORTLAND TIMBERS (2015), COLUMBUS CREW (2020)

TESTIMONIALS

Jon Has Filled Stages For:



KEYNOTES

Play on Your Front Foot - How to leverage the power of intention to be at
your best 

Lead on Your Front Foot - How to build & inspire a world-class team & culture

Living and leading with greater intention
Mental Health – providing hope and freedom to those who are suffering 
in silence
Peak performance for business leaders, athletes and coaches

OTHER TOPICS: 

How We Can Best Partner

WORKSHOPS
On stage or online, Jon 

will share with your 
audience how to live a 

life of intention.

CONSULTING
Partner with Jon to 

guide your organization 
with an Intention plan.

COACHING
Invite Jon to speak to 

your team.


